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Tips & Tricks
Help keep the vibrant green colour of your pesto by adding 2 teaspoons of lemon juice for every cup.
If a recipe calls for a certain amount of water in a pan (e.g. half an inch), use a ruler to mark a skewer or chopstick, hold the stick
upright in the pan and fill until it reaches that mark.
On average, a medium egg yields 3 tablespoons, a large egg yields 3 ¼ tablespoons, and an extra large egg yields 4 tablespoons of egg.
5 large eggs (beaten) should equal 1 cup of liquid. The size of your eggs can mean the difference between success and failure in finicky
recipes such as custards, soufflé’s and cakes.
Here is a fast way to remove the core from a head of iceberg lettuce. Holding the head in both hands, bang the lettuce on the
counter, core side down (sometimes 2 strikes are needed). The core should cleanly pull out with a little twist.

DID YOU KNOW?

Silicone

Cookies The Way
They Should Be

For years silicone products have been adding convenience, flexibility and a riot of colour to our kitchens. Whether it’s
reusable silicone baking sheets that help protect our pans (and our baking), heat resistant spatulas or coated whisks, silicone Silpat Silicone Baking Mat
no more crumbled cookies or
is here to stay.
Silicone has become an integral part of our kitchen but there is still some confusion on what it actually is. It doesn’t come meringues
perfectly baked pastries
from a tree like rubber or wood, and it’s not a petroleum product like plastic but it has the best features of both thus
stop buying parchment paper
creating a flexible, stick-resistant, heat and freezing tolerant product. Silicon, in the form on Silica and Silica Dioxide, is an
no need to grease!
abundant natural element commonly found in sand. When silicon is combined with other elements such as hydrogen and
safe from -40° to 500°F
carbon, you get the basic building block of silicone. Silicone is inert, resists odors, stains, and bacteria and can now be found
premium food-grade silicone
in everything from industrial lubricants to medical products.
#DMREG $45.99 (12” x 16.5”)
The silicone tools you find for your kitchen are rarely made solely of silicone as it needs some kind of structure for
support. Products like silicone coated whisks give you the whisking power of stainless steel wires with a coating that keeps
the wires from scratching non-stick or delicate surfaces. Products like Marbled Silicone Spatulas featured on page 2 are
seamless silicone with a steel core, giving the silicone the strength to mix stiff batters.
Although many of the silicone products for your kitchen are marketed as non-stick, a better term would be
stick-resistant. We have found that when you are using silicone bakeware, you should still grease or oil as directed to ensure that everything slides out in
one piece. This is especially important when you are cooking something inherently sticky such as eggs or fat-free baking. All silicone is not created equal
and the quality is a factor on how stick resistant a product is. The higher the grade of silicone, the more stick, odor, and stain resistant it will be.
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Spring is Here, Trees are Budding, Robins are Back

Sweep Winter out of your kitchen and Celebrate Spring!

Try Something New from Country Lane Kitchens Today

Lucy’s Corn Fritters

Acacia Wood Spurtle Set
Is it a spatula? Whisk? Lifter?
It’s all of these and more!
The thin, flat edges slide easily under food
or scrape the sides of pots. Use the 2
larger Spurtles to toss salads, or stir in
your Instapot, while the smaller for
spreading cream cheese or making scrambled eggs. Heavy jobs such
as stirring thick oatmeal are
easy with the sturdy design
and strength of a Spurtle.
#11721-F $39.99
(3 piece set)

Drain:
2 cans (12 fl. oz.) whole kernel corn
(can substitute fresh corn)
Sift together:
3 cups flour
2 tablespoons baking powder
1 ½ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon sugar
Combine together and add to dry ingredients:
2 cups milk
2 eggs, beaten
corn
Mix until moist.
Using the OXO Good Grips large cookie scoop
(3 Tbsp portion), drop the batter into 365°F(185°C)
hot oil and fry for 5 minutes, turning once.
Remove fritters from oil and place on a paper towel to drain.
Serve as is or with warm maple syrup.
Makes 24 fritters

RECIPES

Silicone Silver Dollar Pancake / Egg Ring
Make stacks of perfect pancakes and eggs for
breakfast sandwiches. Stack brownies with ice
cream or fruit for an eye-catching dessert.
#957R-N $11.99

Spoonula

Spoon

#2996-N

#2994-N

Spatula
#2995-N

Silicone Pie Crust Shield

Add A Touch of Class with ‘Marbled’ Tools

Frustrated by burnt pie crusts? No more! Place over
the crust of your pie and prevent your crust from
over-browning before the rest of your pie is done.
#6055-F $13.99 (fits 9” pie)

Marbled swirls of white & grey add class to these
everyday silicone must-haves. Steel core provides
rigidity while flexible edge makes for efficient scraping.
$11.99 each

Silicone Steamer Basket
Making it easier to enjoy fresh, steamed veggies,
this basket can be used in most pans or in the
microwave. Won’t scratch delicate surfaces.
#205-N $25.99

Customer
favourite

Sili-Stretch Bowl Covers

Foldable Silicone Splatter Guard

Stretches to twice its size & clings securely to fit
many sizes and shapes of bowls, containers, and
bakeware. Fridge, freezer, & microwave safe.
#529-N $22.99/package of 2

Say goodbye to grease splatters and awkward, oversized splatter screens. The unique foldable design
lets you lift, look & stir. Store in minimal space.
#20167-NA $38.99 (for pans 6” - 10” diameter)

Silicone 4 Egg Poacher
Whether you use it in the microwave or saucepan,
poaching eggs has never been easier. Creates the
perfect size for breakfast muffins or Eggs Benedict.
#9900-N $24.99

Silicone Baking Cups

Kochblume™ Silicone Spill Stopper

Use in your muffin tin or place on cookie sheet. No
more burnt fingers: side tabs make for easy removal.
Convenient batter fill line. Easy to clean.
#11211000-D $14.99/12

The delicate petals re-circulate the water back into
the pot as it bubbles up, stopping boil-overs before
they become a mess. Fits pots 6” - 10” diameter.
#21042-NA $39.99
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Visit our store at 121 Jasper Street Maple Creek, SK Mon. to Fri. 9:30am to 5:00pm
Joseph Joseph DrawerStore™ Cutlery Organizer
Store your cutlery in an area half the size of a
conventional cutlery organizer. With space for tea
spoons, soup spoons, forks, and knives this caddy
frees up room in your drawer for your other tools.
#7085119GY-D $23.99

16 Section Fruit and Vegetable Wedger
The smaller wedges are the perfect size for
baking, preserving, and eating apples and pears.
A customer favourite for a no-more-tears way of
slicing onions that are ready to top your burger.
#5133-N $23.99

NEW!
caddy size
15.5” x 4.5” x 2.25”
*requires a minimum
drawer height of
3.25”

NEW!
Little Sipper Drinkware Cleaning Set
Evict the ick that hides in the nooks and crannies of
your to-go mugs, sippy cups, water and sports
bottles. Includes a looped lid cleaner brush,
detail nib and 2 sizes of straw cleaner brushes.
#3417140GR-D $11.99 (4 piece set)

Joseph Joseph SwitchScale™ Digital Scale
No matter what you are weighing, with a flip, you
can switch between a non-slip tray to a stainless
steel bowl. Easy-to-read digital display with large,
bright numbers. Weighs in imperial & metric.
#7040054GY-D $82.99

Cuisipro 3 Piece Mixing Bowl Set

Magnetic Kitchen Push/Pull Ruler

A kitchen essential! Made of extra thick 18/10
brushed stainless steel will give you years of heavy
use & easy maintenance. Raised measurements
won’t wear off. Includes 1.5, 3, and 5qt. bowls
#747390-BR $74.99

Slide this ruler in a drawer, stick it on the fridge or
hang it on a hook. Keep within reach - you’ll need it.
The hook & notch easily push/pulls your oven rack
without danger of burnt fingers or wrist.
#9120-F $4.99

